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Brand creates a powerful identity of the product 
or service which summarizes the personality of the 
company, encourages the feeling of trust, useful-
ness, and safety in a certain product or service. 
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Design limitations



Only one message



interaction



New principle

interaction



It is possible to place two messages 
in one 2D bar code symbol without 
embedding images. 
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Hrvatsko narodno kazalište

Image



Hrvatsko narodno kazalište

Store the information 



mask



A method of overlaying certain information, while 
completely preserving the encoded message.

mask



No security interruption





Mask design



Mask design - Data Matrix



Mask design - Aztec Code





User’s influence 



not possible before 
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Mask from a mask folder (a set of masks)





Similar masks



Recognizability



Just noticable difference

weber’s law



Just noticable difference

Measure of the lowest difference between two 
different intensity stimulus which the examinee 
can detect in specific given time.

weber’s law
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Eyetracking device Tobii X60



Eyetracking device Tobii X60



22 inch Lenovo ThinkVision L2251x 



22 inch Lenovo ThinkVision L2251x 
1680 × 1050 pixels













reality simulation 



The prime sample



The prime sample



The prime sample



Answers to the given questions in a survey.

Which changes have occurred compared to 
the original picture?

dependent varibales
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Height



Form modification 



independant variables



Duration of first fixation on AI (area of interest). 

first fixation duration 



A number which shows how much have the users 
fixated on the AI. 

fixation count 



Duration of each individual visit inside AI.

visit count 





1. No statisticaly significant variable.

results



1. No statisticaly significant variable.
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From 4% to 53%



1. No statisticaly significant variable.
2. Dependent variable change was not noticed
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1. No statisticaly significant variable.
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1. No statisticaly significant variable.
2. Dependent variable change was not noticed

3. The percentage is not crucial

results



Still recognizable



More attractive



More attractive
78,2%





Better connection and visual communication

conclusion



Better connection and visual communication
in practice.

conclusion




